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DAF CONNECT

More uptime
More insight
More efficiency



DAF Connect

DAF Connect allows you to monitor your fleet’s 

performance, whenever you want, wherever you want. 

With this intelligent, user-friendly platform you stay in 

control of your logistic processes — and get the best 

out of drivers and your vehicles. By providing you with 

up-to-date information on your drivers, trucks and 

logistics, DAF Connect helps to increase vehicle uptime, 

improve insight, enhance logistical efficiency and reduce 

operational costs.

Here at DAF Trucks, we continuously provide  

solutions that help improve your profitability.  

We offer sophisticated transport solutions, pioneering 

technologies, a dedicated international dealer network 

and a wide range of services. 

DAF Connect is one of these solutions. It’s now available 

for all new vehicles, or as a retrofit on your current fleet. 

No matter what you transport or where you travel in 

Europe, this flexible fleet management platform will guide 

you to increased profitability.

The world is becoming ever smaller. Connectivity allows us to work more 
quickly, easily and effectively. The possibilities are endless. DAF Trucks believes 
that connectivity is also the key to even more efficient logistic solutions.  
That’s why we developed DAF Connect!
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More uptime
Your DAF Dealer can use DAF Connect to give you even 

better and more timely advice — not just on purchasing 

new trucks, but also on maintenance and repairs. 

Based on the information provided by DAF Connect, 

maintenance can be tailored even more precisely to your 

specific fleet and business model. Using the Vehicle 

Health information, the DAF Connect Portal displays the 

warnings the driver sees. Your dealer proactively supports 

you by scheduling and carrying out maintenance and 

repairs at the correct times, helping to further optimise 

the availability of your fleet. In the short term, you 

minimise the chance of faults and breakdowns. In the 

long term, you reduce running costs.

With the introduction of our New Generation DAF 

trucks, we also offer connected navigation. This is 

truck-specific and provides the driver with real-time traffic 

information, over-the-air map updates or push routes via 

the DAF Connect Portal. DAF Connect also maps the 

current location of your vehicles, giving you insight into 

performance and the routes being covered. This helps 

you optimise productivity and raise safety standards for 

your fleet and drivers. For added peace of mind you can 

even choose to receive alerts for individual vehicles and 

drivers.

More insight
You can also compare individual driver behaviour using 

the ECO Score Report. It gives each driver an overall 

score based on their anticipation and braking scores, 

which are displayed both in the truck and on the mobile 

app. This app enables drivers to follow their driving 

behaviour over time. It also makes it possible for drivers 

to compete with one another to optimise performance.

In addition, the platform provides real-time alerts on 

predetermined events relating to the driver or the vehicle. 

Examples include deviations in speed, route, location and 

fuel consumption. 

DAF Connect also gives you clear information on how 

your fleet capacity is being utilised, so you can optimise 

fuel consumption and your return per kilometre.

More efficiency
Having direct access to the right information means you 

can provide guidance at any time. For example, you 

can use DAF Connect to compare the performance of 

individual drivers on the same route. This may show, for 

example, that individual driving behaviour is not efficient 

across the board, which can have a significant impact 

on your profitability. With the ECO Score Report, DAF 

Connect makes it easy for you to monitor an individual’s 

driving behaviour. You can then offer DAF Eco Drive 

training to improve performance.

DAF Connect offers an Open Platform, meaning you can 

share your truck data with your existing fleet management 

system. The result is one source of data via one channel, 

which enhances your efficiency.

More uptime,  
insight and efficiency
With the DAF Connect platform, you can see all of the information you need, in real time.  
Each time you log in to the special DAF Connect Portal, you have immediate access to the 
very latest data on your driver’s performance, your vehicle’s status and its exact location.
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DAF Connect Portal
The DAF Connect platform is designed to increase vehicle availability, reduce 
operational costs, improve logistical efficiency and maximise flexibility. So when 
you access the DAF Connect Portal it directly displays the information that’s 
important for your business, regardless of the size of your fleet.

Dashboard
DAF Connect collects real-time information and presents 

it online in a clear, user-friendly dashboard. Fuel Reports, 

ECO Score Report, Alerts, Vehicle Health and Fuel Level 

Deviation are shown by default. But you can customise  

the dashboard to show the modules that are important  

to you. Your DAF Dealer will be happy to advise you  

on the additional options available to suit your  

specific requirements.

Fuel Reports
The Driver Report and Vehicle Report modules give you 

a continuous overview on driving behaviour and fuel 

consumption. You can fully configure these reports to suit 

your needs. If you use the interactive Driver Performance 

Assistant (DPA) in one or more vehicles, you can also 

view these scores at any time, compare them against 

each other and offer direct guidance if necessary.

Mobile App
Your drivers can also monitor their performance. With the 

DAF Connect Truck App, they can see their ECO Score, 

get tips and tricks, and exchange messages with fellow 

drivers to compare scores.

ECO Score Report
Evaluating individual driver performance is now even 

easier. The ECO Score Report lets you compare driving 

behaviour in detail and monitor targets. Fuel consumption 

along with anticipation and braking behaviour are 

continuously monitored and used to score your driver. 

You can either compare this score with other drivers or 

against operational targets. You can also use scores to 

help keep drivers motivated and self-aware on the road, 

and optimise profitability as a result.

Alerts
You can receive real-time reports when a predetermined 

event occurs in relation to the driver or vehicle. For 

example deviations in speed, route, location or fuel 

consumption. As a result, any feedback you give your 

driver, logistics manager or DAF Dealer is based on 

accurate, up-to-date information.

Vehicle Health
To ensure your fleet is always in the best possible condition, 

you receive immediate updates on potential issues.

Fuel Level Deviation
The goal is to maintain control of your fuel consumption 

and maximise your return per kilometre. If a truck’s fuel 

level deviates from your forecast, either positively or 

negatively, DAF Connect notifies you of this.

FUEL CONSUMPTION
287,300 L

CAPACITY 
UTILISATION IN 
KILOMETRES

VEHICLES IN 
USE
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Firstly, it’s very user-friendly — alerts are based on 

vehicle or driver behaviour, so you’re always aware of 

any deviations. Each key cycle is a separate trip, making 

it easy to compare trips. What’s more, the DAF Connect 

Portal makes it easy to create a geofence over an 

unlimited number of points, so you can define borders 

between countries in no time. This is a useful tool if 

vehicles are in defined areas or have just left them.

DAF Connect includes a comprehensive range of 

features as standard. You get 36 months access to the 

DAF Connect Portal, which has several modules to get 

you started straight away. You can decide for yourself 

which other features are useful and your DAF Dealer can 

offer excellent advice. You can also purchase additional 

features via the DAF Connect Webshop, these include 

contract extensions after 36 months, data packages for 

the Open Platform and the Eco Score Advanced.

Customisation for everyone

Open Platform
DAF Connect’s Open Platform has been designed 

to truly live up to its name. Your own fleet supplies 

the relevant data via a central database, so you can 

seamlessly integrate DAF Connect into your existing 

fleet management solutions. The data is available in the 

rFMS standard. This ACEA industry standard makes it 

straightforward to share data with existing applications 

in a fixed format. As a result, the Open Platform is also 

suitable for a mixed fleet — good news if you have 

invested in fleet management systems but still want to 

use the manufacturer’s data. This delivers a unique level 

of flexibility: we pull out all the stops to help you achieve 

the highest return per kilometre. And by adding the 

portable DAF Connect Tablet, it’s possible to use  

mobile third-party apps in and around the truck.

Remote Tacho Download
Remote Tacho Download offers three solutions in one: 

a single tool for downloading, storage and analysis. 

Maintaining an accurate record of driver cards and the 

tachograph’s memory is very labour-intensive and prone 

to error. You can end up paying thousands of pounds for 

each instance of inaccurate reporting. DAF Connect’s 

new Remote Tacho Download function ensures 

automated reading and storage of tacho information. You 

can also continuously monitor your trucks and drivers to 

ensure they are complying with driving and rest period 

guidelines, and intervene where necessary. This gives you 

more control, reduces the risk of fines, and offers greater 

peace of mind where road safety is concerned.

The DAF Connect platform stands out on the market for several reasons.
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The DAF Connect Tablet makes it possible to integrate a third-party solution with the truck 
via a mobile app. In addition, the tablet hosts the Connected Navigation feature, which is 
displayed in the DAF Infotainment system on the dashboard.

The DAF Connect Mobile App brings our platform to the driver. It offers:

DAF Connect Tablet

DAF Connect Truck App 

• Individual Driver Score - Based on trucks driven

• Walk Around Check - A daily check of the truck for  

possible damage or repairs

• Messaging - Send and receive messages via the  

DAF Connect Portal

• Call DAFaid – Places a call to DAFaid directly

• Driver Leagues - Compare driver scores both within 

your own company or with other companies

The DAF Connect Tablet is portable so it can be used  

in and around the truck for maximum flexibility.

Connected Navigation offers truck-specific features 

making it possible to use the truck model, cargo type and 

truck dimensions while navigating to your destinations. 

And with the fastest route calculations in the industry, 

Real Time Traffic allows the driver to take the most 

efficient route when congestion arises.

You can also download apps from the DAF Connect 

App Store onto the DAF Connect Tablet. This makes it 

possible to use third-party apps for fleet management, 

parking, washing, traffic and more.
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A PACCAR COMPANY  DRIVEN BY QUALITY

IATF16949
Quality

Management System

No rights can be derived from this publication. DAF Trucks Limited reserves 
the right to change product specifications without prior notice. Products and 
services comply with the European Directives effective at the time of sale but 
may vary depending on the country in which you are located. For the most recent 
information, contact your authorised DAF dealer.

DAF TRUCKS LIMITED

HADDENHAM BUSINESS PARK

PEGASUS WAY

HADDENHAM

HP17 8LJ

UNITED KINGDOM

TEL: +44 (0)1844 261111

DAF.CO.UK


